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THE EDITOR'S VIEW
What a great summer of events we're having and I trust you have availed
yourself of the opportunity to get to at least one of the exciting meets taking
place this year. Even though it's now late in the season, there are still plenty of
good cars to see and friendly Register people to meet at the remaining events, so
DRIVE that MG to one before the winter is upon us!
Now, I want to get serious for a moment, and the following remarks are
addressed to those individuals and club magazine compilers who will persist in
lifting material from the "Driver" without EVER acknowledging the source! I have
become increasingly annoyed at this trend over the past few months and if this
practice continues, then we will have to copyright the contents of the "Driver"
(which I have always been loath to do) and then people will have to write for permission to use such copyrighted material-which will be a pain for those
involved! This is not the way the MGB Register operates, Affiliated Chapters are
welcome to use anything printed in the "Driver" providing the source is attributed and credit given where credit is due. It's only four words for heaven's sake"Taken from MGB Driver"! So please help-attribution spreads the word about
the "Driver" and your Register!
Sermon over! If you feel that you can contribute anything to the "Driver"then
please let us have it here at the editorial offices. We are always looking for stories, technical stuff, photographs, in fact anything connected with our beloved
MGBs and Midgets! Speaking of photographs, how would you like to see your MG
on the front cover of the "Driver'? Nearly every photo we receive is in landscape
format (That's the long way horizontally!). For our cover we need good, sharp,
upright (vertical) shots! Look at the covers of recent issues of the mag and you'll
get the idea. You can turn your camera on its head with impunity-the film will
not fall out if you do! For example, if you have a good upright shot of an MG in
the snow let's have it for the Nov./Dec. '95 issue of the "Driver'? Then you can go
to work and show and tell. As an added incentive we will reward anyone whose
Continued on page 51
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FROM THE SECRETARY
Jai Deagan
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MC NEWS
NEW MCB CATALOG FROM MOSS

The driving season has finally arrived here in Michigan and I've had each of
the 'Cs and the 'B out for a drive. My 'A is also getting the attention it deserved
several years ago. The National GT for the NAMGAR is in Lansing this year and I
intend to drive my 'A there, no matter how much money it takes!
A bunch of us from the Lansing Area MG Association, and other MG clubs
have just returned from a successful trip to the Import and Kit Show in Carlisle.
In addition to attending the show which had well over 100 vendors, I attended the
MG Council meeting and the "lndy '96" planning meeting. The people in lndy have
been very busy and have done quite a bit of work to this point. Hopefully there
will be more information available at our Convention in Lake Tahoe as by the time
you read this the 1995 Convention will be over. Sue and I hope to have made many
new friends and to have renewed some old friendships. We wish to thank the
Sacramento Valley MG Car Club for staging the Convention and I know from the
dealings I have had with them s o far, the show will have been a great time!
Thanks are due to former Vice-Chairman, Bruce Wyckoff for his help with the
Membership and Service Recommendation Listing and also for his help in obtaining our new NAMGBR banners-which are multicolored and very attractive.
Keep an eye out for them (and us) at the shows you attend!
The Annual General Meeting of the North American MGB Register is scheduled for Saturday, October 28th at the Days Inn on Canal Street in New Orleans,
Louisiana. The hotel phone number is (800)242-1945. This is where most of the
annual "business" of the Register takes place and the meeting, as per our constitution, is open to ALL members. If you have any items for inclusion on the agenda for the meeting please forward them to me at the Register office, or any of the
officers of the Register.
At the AGM awards will be presented for the "GoodSamaritan", "Outstanding
Chapter Newsletter", "MG Enthusiast" and "OutstandingChapter". The person who
receives the "Good Samaritan" award will also receive a free year's subscription
to the Register. If you receive aid from someone during the course of this year
please submit the details for consideration.
In addition to the above awards, we will also be holding elections for the
offices of Chairman and the Treasurer, as these are both two year terms of office.
Our Treasurer, Rock Yarrington, has served the Register for five years and under
the by-laws of the Register cannot stand for reelection. If you are interested in
either of these two important positions you MUST submit your name to the
Secretary by September 1, 1995. If you wish a statement of your intent to be published in the "MGBDriver", the statement must be in the Editor's hands by July
28, 1995. If you have any questions about these positions, please feel free to call
me at the office and I will give you the information.
Remember-If you drive it, you'll have fun! Q
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We have received the latest edition (#5.0) in a long line of MGB catalogs from
Moss Motors, which is well up to the standard we have come to expect from this
company. In a hundred pages, 24 of which are in color, the MGB is dissected and
every part clearly illustrated as to just what goes where. Many of the line drawings have been reworked for clarity and many new MGB items are included.
Throughout the catalog a useful series of hints and tips to make working on
your MGB easier are highlighted. Many of these are by the founding chairman of
the Register, John H. Twist, while Caroline Robinson our first MGB Registrar has
updated her production data and paint codings for the 'B.
Essential for any MGB owner, you can order the free catalog by calling 1-800235-6954 and asking for MGB catalog edition 5.0.

UNITED KINGDOM M C TOUR 1996
During May and June 1996 the MG Car Club is organizing a tour for overseas
MG enthusiasts starting at Silverstone for the two day MGCC meeting and then
traveling to various parts of the UK (Scotland, Wales, etc.) for the next 16 days.
The cost including all hotels, travel by luxury coach and entry fees is projected
to be in the region of $1,500 per person. Further details from Alan Dakeyene, 281
Lidgett Lane, Leeds LS17 6PD, England.

"MG '96" AT INDIANAPOLIS!
Unless you've been living in a cave or sequestered with the O.J. jury, you
must have heard of this giant MG happening which is due to take place June 2730th. 1996 at this famous home of the brickyard . All the major Registers are on
board for the first time ever, Ts, As, Bs and Cs. It is hoped that over 1,000 MGs
will be present for this unique inaugural event! Details are already available from
Tom Boscarino who can be reached at: 34 Park Avenue, Asheville, NC 28803-2056.

TECHNICAL LITERATURE FROM NORMAN NOCK
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One of the advantages of belonging to the North American MGB Register is
the amount of technical help, tips and advice, that we are able to provide for our
members and associates. Bob Mason's technical columns have always been
favorites in the "MGBDriverValongwith other articles of a technical bent of which
Norman Nock has been a regular contributor.
Norman has now published a wealth of technical information for MGs in book
form, called appropriately enough "Tech Talk'? The book is comprised of nearly
100 pages, spiral bound, packed with information, articles, factory bulletins, MG
workshop notes and much more. We were privileged to have a look at a pre-print
copy and found it fascinating and very informative. In fact, we browsed through
it in one late evening session, but we know we will return again and again to delve
into this volume culled from Norman's 15 years of experience in writing for various publications. Most interesting to me were the MG factory recall bulletinsyou think you've got a problem? Read this! The book is available to NAMGBR
members for the modest sum of $30.00 plus $4.00 shippingfhandling and is a must
for any self-respecting MGB or Midget technical buff to have on their bookshelf.
For more information, call (209)948-8767 or write to British Car Specialists,
2060 N. Wilson Way, Stockton, CA 95205. 1

FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Rick "Ernie" lngram
Hello again! First, I would like to offer "three cheers" to Lawrie Alexander and
his crew from the Sacramento MG Club for the fine job they have done on
"Westward Ho!-MG '95". NAMGBR Conventions have always been enjoyable, and
"MG '95" has been no exception! Thanks for a week that will provide fond memories for years to come!
Don't forget that July 31st is the deadline for those of you planning on running for one of the Register offices open (Chairman and Treasurer) to have your
statement and qualifications sent to the Editor to printed in the "MGB Driver".
You must notify the Chairman of your intent by September 1st to have your name
included on the ballot. Elections will be held at our Annual General Meeting, held
October 28 in New Orleans, Louisiana. This AGM will be productive and fun as we
"Mardi Gras MG Style"!
We have had a new face join NAMGBR in the past month. Orin Harding of
Greensboro, North Carolina has become our new MGB Registrar, taking over from
Jon Nyhus. At this time I would like to thank Jon for his efforts and wish him well
in his endeavors. Many of you will recognize Orin's name, as he compiled the
comprehensive MGB Production Modifications list featured in the MayJJune '95
"MGB Driver". Welcome aboard, Orin!
Plans for "lndy International"-"MG '96" continue at a steady pace. I am
pleased to announce that Anders Clausager, well known author of several MG
books, has accepted our invitation to be the guest of the Register. We have
received permission to use the "Brickyard" for our car display, and if all goes
according to plan, we will be able to take some parade laps on the track!
Funkhanas, valve cover racing, and more await you in Indianapolis the last weekend of June 1996. The base hotel, The Holiday Inn North, off 1-465 on Michigan, is
now taking reservations at (317)872-9790. Room rates are $69 plus tax. As rooms
will go fast, I advise you to call now! "B C-ing you AT Indy!"
We have also accepted the proposal of the BuffaloOctagon Association to host
"MG '97". Information will be made available as soon as arrangements are solidified
with hotels and parks. With the reputation the BOA has for hosting previous meets,
I'm sure that "MG '97" will be a meet you will want to add to your planners now!
One of the simple pleasures I shared as a boy with my Dad was driving by the
local junkyard to look at all the cars. Even as an adult, I have been known to tramp
through muddy salvage yards looking for that MGB rumored to be rusting away
next to some hulk of a Cadillac! In reading British magazines, I've learned that the
English government has decided to restrict "breakers" yards by allowing no
"waste" for longer than a 12-month period. Additionally, any yard with more than
100 vehicles must be paved with concrete. This plan, in addition to the proposed
law of requiring that all vehicles be registered year-round, may soon bring an
untimely demise to a source of used parts and restorable cars of any marque.
Let's just hope we don't find ourselves in the same situation! Breaker's yards are
a vital link in the "recycle" mode of today's (British) car enthusiast!
Now! Get out and drive those MGs. You'll put a smile on your face and most
likely on the faces of all that see you! To quote our secretary, Jai Deagan, "If you
drive it, you'll have fun."
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ASPECTS OF LONGBRIDGE-HOW

THE MGF IS BUILT

Richard Miller
Each of the new MGFs is born in the most unlikely of places, Longbridge. In
1905 Herbert Austin purchased an unused printing plant in Longbridge, today a
southern suburb of Birmingham, England's second largest city, where he established his car factory.
Through the 1920s, '30s and '40s this facility was t o grow ever larger in size.
The cars it produced were the main British rivals to the cars William Morris produced at his car plants in Abingdon and Cowley (the build site of the MG RV8).
During World War I the Longbridge plant produced armored cars and during
World War I1 airplanes!
When the Morris and Austin companies were joined in the British Motor
Corporation in 1952, developing into British Leyland and still later, the Rover
Group, Longbridge became the largest auto plant in the organization. Today
Longbridge has become the birthplace of the latest in the long line of classic
sporting MGs dating back to the mid-twenties at the Morris Garages in Oxford.
However, the MGF is not the only MG in recent years t o emanate from Longbridge.
From 1982 t o 1990 the very popular MG versions of the Metro were produced
here, selling over 140,000 cars in total.
Final assembly of the MGF takes place in Car Assembly Building 2 (CAB 2) at
the Longbridge works. This building was last used t o produce the old Rover 200
model in 1989. Due t o the complexity of the series of Rover models produced in
the more modern Car Assembly Building 1 (CAB 1) it was decided, by Rover
Group management, to update completely CAB 2 from the inside out. CAB 2 was
redesigned to become the production center for Rover Group's niche vehicle, like
the MGF, t o be built alongside new niche versions of volume produced Rover
cars. This highly automated assembly center allows for the production of low volume batches of MGFs in between the new Rover 200 coupes and cabriolet variants.
The bodyshells for the MGF are made by Motor Panels Ltd. in Coventry, operating in partnership with the Rover Group, and are then transported in bulk t o
Longbridge. After the MGF bodies arrive at Longbridge's West Works they are
loaded into a holding storage facility until a batch is ordered into the Number 3
Paint Shop.
This new MG also benefits from a major financial investment of over $60 million, in the latest paint technology in No. 3 Paint Shop t o allow for the newest in
environmentally friendly water-borne paints to be utilized. According t o Rover
this makes No. 3 shop one of the most advanced paint facilities in Europe. Full
immersion of the bodyshell in anti-corrosion protection is the first stage of the
process. (Rusty MGB owners dream about something like this!) This cleans,
degreases and applies a phosphate coating to the whole body guaranteeing that
all of the body panel edges, nooks and crannies are treated completely. Following
this complete dipping process, the underbody, interior and exterior seams are
sealed.
Two coats of surfacer paint are applied electrostatically and this process
enhances the anti-chip protection properties and provides the base for the color
coat. Six colors of paint are offered on the MGF and after application, the color
coat is dried using medium wave infra-red and conventional heating techniques
before the clear coat is applied. Using the electrostatic method, two coats of clear
coat are applied guaranteeing a high quality and very durable finish. The final
8

The MGF Engine Marriage Station. Photo: Rover Croup
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operation to take place on the MGF in No. 3 Paint Shop is a wax injection of the
bodyshell's cavity sections. The bodyshells are then numbered and sequenced
and transported t o the painted body room store within CAB 2.
Final assembly of the MGF takes place in the highly flexible, niche volume
facility in CAB 2 described earlier. Selection of bodyshells from the painted body
stores triggers a fully automated vehicle build documentation generator and also
automatically signals the ordering of the appropriate components such a s the
engines, interiors, etc. from the nearby distribution center a s part of the "Just in
Time" philosophy of car building learned from observation of Japanese automotive techniques. This system also reduces assembly area congestion, improves
build quality and lowers on-site inventory levels. The majority of deliveries to the
manufacturing areas use a "roll on/roll off" philosophy, where special containers
are delivered on wheeled trolleys, t o eliminate the need for forklifts in the assembly areas further preventing congestion and possible accidents. A system known
as BCS (Broadcast Control System) has been developed t o track each MG through
the manufacturing cycle, sending computer messages to component manufacturers to alert them a s t o exactly what components have been used and what is
required for delivery in the near term.
The bodies are loaded onto an overhead conveyor which delivers the bodies
in the correct sequence to the final assembly body shop two hours later "just in
time" for the ordered components to arrive! The bodies are lowered onto the pretrim conveyor and then travel sideways allowing access to both the inside and
the outside of the car-at the same time! The bodyshell is then fitted with its fuel
tank, main wiring harness and underbody pipelines before being transferred automatically to the Trim Track.
Continued on page I0
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World's Largest,
Most Extensive Inventory

The MCF Wheel and Tyre Fit Station. Photo: Rover Group
Here the building of the MGF is organized into manufacturing teams where,
in the first stage (or cell) of the trim process the heater, radiator, pedal assemblies, and door hardware is added. When the windscreen is positioned, the latest
generation of industrial robot applies a bead of adhesive to the windshield surround. This surround incidentally contains specially strengthened 3mm thick
steel tubing t o act as a "roll barn-a contribution t o the project by BMW engineers.
At the end of the Trim Track, powered overhead slings carry the bodies t o
the area where they are married to the engine and suspension. This assembly
position is of unusual design in that it can handle both the Rover 200 model
(frontengined, front wheel drive) in addition to the MGF with its midengined,
rear drive configuration. Additionally the two cars have different wheelbases. At
the "Docking Station" the engine and suspension are lowered onto hydraulic
tables. The front table supports the MGF's front subframe, steering and suspension while the rear table takes the engine, drive shafts and suspension. These
assemblies are then lifted hydraulically into position in the body and secured!
The soon t o be completed MGF continues at a high level while the exhaust
system, wheels and tires are fitted. On the final assembly track the seats are fitted, fluids added, the air conditioning unit charged with coolant, and the unique
hydrogas suspension inflated. Following this the car's electrical system is tested
and gasoline added to the tank, the key turned and the newborn MG is driven
onto the wheel alignment rig where the suspension is set and checked. The last
item of business is a full functional test of the engine, gearbox and brakes on the
Continued on page 12
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Aspects of Longbridge - Continued from page 10
rolling road, followed by a further electrical check and a high pressure water test
to see that no leaks occur inside the car. Following the final checks on the build
quality control sheet the latest incarnation of Cecil Kimber's dream is driven off
to the dispatch lot.
The MGF is unlike any MG that preceded it. The technology involved should
easily carry it into the 21st Century and the first new MG Roadster in thirty-three
years is a most worthy successor to the majestic autos that have gone before it.
True, the MGF is not made in Abingdon, but in every sense it is an MG!
Special thanks are extended to Pam Wearing, Public Affairs Executive of
Rover Group for her gracious cooperation in providing the assistance that made
this "Aspects" possible. Her attitude is symbolic of all those at Rover Group who
created this stunning new MG. The spirit of Abingdon lives on-about 70 miles up
the motorway, in Longbridge!

Seventy years after the first MG rolled out of the Morris Garages in Oxford,
Rover's new mid-engined, two-seater roadster heralds a new era in the lite
of the famous octagon badge. Rover now owned by BMW - Is keen to
reestablish itself in the sports car market, abandoned in 1980 to Japan
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r 1936: First of the T-series Midaets - the TA
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1955: MGA launched under
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the slogan 'Safety Fast'
Max speed: 95mph.

I
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(What's all this about wheeling bodyshells around on little trolleys and bodies
being lowered onto production lines?!! Haven't I read about this happening before,
somewhere else??-Ed.) Q
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1972: 120mph MGB G N 8
1980: MG closed down a
,
Max speed: 135mph,
Engine: 3900cc,188bhp
0-6Omph: 6 seconds.
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The MCF's Hydrogas suspension is inflated in the assembly facility. Photo: Rover
Croup
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BULLETIN BOARD NEWS

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

Tom Biehl, Register BBS Coordinator
Greetings once again! As I sit and write this (deadlines being what they are)
the 1995 Register Convention in Lake Tahoe will be long since over with many
new friends and fond memories, and everyone should be looking forward to the
Annual Summer MG party at John Twists.
The newest Register officers and Coordinator's E-mail addresses are as follows:
Rick Ingram, Chairman
Mowogl@aol.com
Richard Miller, Vice Chairman
Marfmil@aol.com
Jai Deagan, Secretary
JDEAGAN@aol.com
Tom Gaylord, MG1300 Registrar
tgaylord@ee.gatech.edu
Orin Harding, MGB Registrar
orin@infi.net
Richard Liddick, Publicity Coordinator
RGL2MGBGT@aol.com
Ron Tugwell, MGB LE Registrar
R Tug@aol.com
Bruce Wyckoff, Midget Registrar
MidgetOne@aol.com
Will Zehring, Pull handle MGBs
WZEHRING@cmb.biosci.wayne.edu
We also welcome two new clubs online since my last column, the Chicagoland
MG Club (KGROWLER@aol.com) and the newest Register affiliate, The Victoria MG
Club @aker@islandnet.com).
I hope everyone is enjoying the summer driving their MGs, and not having
too many breakdowns! However, if you are, we are online waiting to help you out.
We soon hope to have weekly online "chats" on PRODIGY in the general chat area,
and monthly on AMERICA ONLINE in the "Road & Track" chat area. Please keep
an eye out on the respective "Hotlines" for updates on the dates and times of
these events.
We currently have over 65 members listed in our "Electronic Phone B o o k ,
and are looking to sign all of you up. A hard copy of the list will shortly be going
out to the general membership and if you would like your name, or your club's
name and E-mail address listed please E-mail me ASAP at either
"NKMT52A@prodigy.com"or "NAMGBR BBC@aol.com".
There are several changes in the E-mail aspects of both Prodigy and AOL.
Prodigy no longer charges per message block for E-mail through the Internet nor
has a message allotment for any individual pricing plans. They now only charge
against online time allotments for E-mail usage, and a small amount for file transfers. The charge for using Mail Manager has also been modified. There is a one
cent charge for each message sent, and one cent for each block in a file transfer.
America Online has added quite a few new features in their 2.0 version for
Windows, and the 2.5 looks just as tantalizing. Although there are too many to list
here, 1'11 just touch on the E-mail improvements. Now you can use "Flash
Sessions" to download mail and file transfers. This allows you to read and
respond to your mail offline a n a s a v e your online time allotment for cruising the
boards, which is where you want to be in the first place, right?
If you would like to get some interesting BBS postings concerning MGs, send
an E-mail to "majordomo@autox.team.net". In the body of the message (NOT the
subject line) type the command lines:
"subscribe mgs < your E-mail address goes here>"
"lists"
"end"
Continued on page 52
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Where is this sign?

...and where is this sign (h-om MG factory Gate #3 Abingdon)?
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YOU KNOW YOU'RE AN MC CAR GIRL WHEN...

J o a n n e MacLean, Chicagoland MGB Club

You wear nail polish only to hide the grease underneath your fingernails.
At parties, when friends show you pictures of their children, you show them pictures of your cars.
Going topless means driving around with the convertible top down.
You would rather spend Saturday afternoon at the junkyard than at the mall.
When looking t o buy a house you look a t the garage first.
Your house is a mess while your MGB is spotless.
You sympathize with the guy whose wife will not let him buy another project
car.
When people talk about the classics, you think they are referring t o vintage
MGs.
The man at the auto parts store knows you by name.
The man a t the auto parts store admires you because you know what you are
talking about.
You ask for tools for Christmas.
You often wonder why Moss, Victoria British and the Roadster Factory don't
have bridal registries.
A cross-country trip in a leaky, drafty, temperamental British sportscar is your
idea of a perfect vacation.
All of the tables and mirrors in your house are octagonal.
When someone mentions buying you rings, you immediately ask for a complete
set of piston rings.
Your wardrobe is mainly black to hide the grease stains.
Your friends ask if you frosted your hair when you forgot t o wash out the Bondo
dust.
You laugh out loud when the priest mentions the "Prince of Darkness" in his sermon.
The centerpiece on your kitchen table consists of dismantled SU carburetors.
You would rather get a package from Victoria British than from Victoria's
Secret. fl
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MORE ON THE HERITAGE CUT-AWAY MCB CT
Lloyd Faust, Placentia, CA
As you know, I love MGB trivia and a good controversy. So when the
March/April "Driver" arrived I found that it contained a little bit of both. The feature "A Special View Inside" by Dixon Lane jumped out at me!
The controversy centers around the question as to whether the cutaway
MGB GT could have been built for the Turin Motor Show or whether the car was
built at a later date.
The article concluded that the car was built sometime in 1968 and therefore
could not have been used for the 1968 show season. (Which, incidentally began
in November 1967 with Turin, then London, Paris, Tokyo, and New York following
in quick succession-Geneva being staged in late spring.)
Logically the easiest way to date this car is to find some items that do not "fit
in" with ordinary MkIl MGB production cars (which commenced in November
1967). Every one of the items listed as clues by the informants are standard MkIl
MGB specification parts. These were used from the very beginning of MkIl production and on through the '69 model year at least. These same parts were on a
car made in November 1967 and November 1968 and so on ...so they do not by
themselves provide any clues to dating the cutaway except to show that it is
indeed a MkIl MGB GT.
Why not use the full-synchro transmission or the center fill radiator? Just as
valid but again no help. The front seats and the door ventglass handle show that
this car can be no newer than a '68 model but again no help in actual dating.
However, there are two very important clues that definitely bring this car
back to the time-frame for Turin 1967! First, a quick examination of the body
reveals that the chrome joint cover on the windscreen pillar found on all Mkl MGB
GT bodies is present on this car as well. This joint was lead filled starting in
February 1968 and the use of the joint cover was discontinued. Therefore this car
was built prior to February 1968!
Secondly, we know that the '68 MGB had a unique alternator system with a
remote regulator. Looking for that regulator, what do we find? This car has a regulator for a generator! In fact the generator is in its proper place on the right side
of the frame!
I therefore claim unequivocally that this car was built prior to the start up of
MkII series production in November 1968. The alternator system had not yet been
finalized, hence the use of the generator and remember, this car had to be built
before the Mkll production start up in order to be ready for Turin 1967.
(Do our eagleeyed members know their stuff or what?!! In what other MGB publication would you get that analyses? By the way, Lloyd was one of the main proofreaders of Anders Clausager's milestone and best selling MCB book, "Original
4
MGB "!-Ed.)

"THE SOURCE"
For All Your MG Needs
M & G VINTAGE AUTO
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FAX 914-753-5613
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THE TVVO YEAR SEARCH
Peter Cosmides
"I'll stick it in the corner of the yard for now and deal with it when we can
afford to." These were the words I used to convince my wife that I should not let
another potential MG purchase get away. After all I'd been searching for an MG
1100 for two years now and all I could find were parts cars or overpriced Bondo
displays.
My search took me t o some interesting places, both through the telephone
and in person. The most memorable of these would have t o be the 70-year-old
sculptor in Greenwich Village, New York City who had what was described a s a
perfect 1100 two-door hidden in a garage in Queens. He was asking $5,000, which
was way too much even for a nicely restored example, but 1 decided to check it
out and made arrangements t o meet him in his loft on a sunny, Saturday afternoon.
Much t o my delight, this gentleman's every day transport was a Vanden Plas
Princess, virtually a luxury version of the 1100. Accompanying him in this car on
the trip from Manhattan t o Queens was really interesting, considering h e drove
like a New York cabby! Just before reaching his garage where the MG was stored
he stopped at a local deli and came out with a packet of hot dogs. Hmmm, I
thought what's this all about? It seemed the garage was protected by large guard
dogs and without the hot dogs we wouldn't have survived our visit there!
Anyway, the car was not all it was described t o be, having quite a bit of poorly applied Bondo and paint that looked a s though it had been applied with a
brush, and wasn't even worth the $2,500 1 had set aside t o spend on an 1100.

Peter's Pride and Joys!
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Understand, these cars aren't exactly a dime a dozen. Seems when they were
introduced in the U.S. back in 1963 they never reached the popularity the British
Motor Company had hoped for. It was their answer t o the ever-popular
Volkswagen Beetle, which provided cheap, reliable transportation. ~ b w e v e r ,
with the MG, BMC were hoping to capture a market that also wanted a car with
sporting flair.
For its day, it did provide a nice level of performance mainly due t o its twin
SU carburetors, and thanks to the hydrolastic suspension nothing could match
its road handling abilities, (except of course for its little brother the ubiquitous
Mini!). For those of you skeptics out there, hold down the laughter, for the new
MGF incorporates a similar hydrolastic suspension system. Let's hope Rover
worked out the bugs after thirty years!
There are several theories why the 1100 never sold well here, but whatever
the reason it left slim pickings for those of us crazy enough t o search for one!
Why, I'm not really sure, except to guess that after owning my MGB for 20 years
I was ready for something completely different and challenging. And am I sorry t o
have sold the Austin Mini-Cooper I had several years back?
The search continued and lead me to, of all places, Fargo, North Dakota. In
the supermarket magazine stand was an "Auto Round Up" magazine and while my
wife shopped I innocently thumbed through the publication. Suddenly, BINGO!,
there it was. A 1966 MG 1100 and a s a bonus it was a four door, Old English White,
and delivery was possible! This was the first decent lead I'd had and I ran through
the supermarket waving the magazine in the air like a madman, looking for my
wife either t o share my glee, o r shoot me down immediately. I must have had that
crazed look in my eye that told her not t o interfere-I was a man on a mission! As
soon a s we reached home I called the seller and was disappointed with an
answering machine. As we were due t o leave for the Stowe Festival in Vermont
the next day, I left my message and hoped for the best.
I asked the seller for photos and within a few short days they arrived, complete with a rundown on the good and bad points of the car. I remember saying
car looks
t o my son the minute I saw the pictures, "Oh-Oh we're in troubl-this
pretty good!"
The question now was, did I go out there to look at it in person since any car
can look good in photographs, or did I wing it and see what I got? My job allows
me flying privileges s o going t o North Dakota wouldn't cost all that much, but we
aren't talking about a mega-buck Ferrari I'm investing in either. So I decided t o
pay the money and take my chances. After finding a shipper who was not going
to charge more for shipping than I was paying for the car the deal was struck and
I was left waiting on my front step like a kid waiting for the Good Humor ice cream
truck!
After about three weeks of waiting, neither the car, nor the Good Humor
truck showed up ...when, lo and behold, a trucker called from a nearby truckstop
to tell me h e would be here within the hour! I was fully expecting a regular car
carrier with a selection of cars aboard when to my surprise here came a flat bed
tractor trailer, normally used to haul bulldozers and such, with one lonely little
MG 1100 proudly perched atop its bed. Needless t o say this caused quite a stir
among my neighbors who were outside raking the fall leaves. This was not an
Continued on page 51

LETTERS TO T H E REGISTER
A SMOGGY PROBLEM CLEAR UP!
Keep up the good work! The "MGB Driver" is an excellent publication, much
appreciated for the entertaining and relevant information.
I found Werner Haussman's article on replacement air pumps in the March
issue of particular interest. Tailpipe testing has become a real issue here in the
West Michigan area over the past year. Although it has been put off for the time
being, I am sure we will have to deal with this issue again sometime in the future.
Since my 1977 MGB was detoxed of its smog equipment by a previous owner
the article referred to was invaluable.
-Robert Davidson
YOU CAN GET IT IN A N MCB!
I am enclosing my membership renewal. Sorry about the delay but my
'reminder' card became displaced during a recent move and finished in the bottom of a moving box!
My 1979 MGB is still serving me well. My fiancee and I recently decided to buy
a new stereo system for our future home, so we headed out to the electronics
store in the 'B. We picked out a system we liked-a full rack system with large
speakers and had the salesman wheel it out to the car.
He did a double take when he saw the MGB! "You'll never fit this in that car"
he said. But he offered to help us try anyway. After about ten minutes he gave up
saying, "I'll be happy to hold it for you until you bring another car to pick it up."
I'm ashamed to admit it, but I was prepared to take him up on that offer, but
Jan my fiancee, said "That won't be necessary." She and I then proceeded to fit
the entire unit including all boxes and Styrofoam packing into the 'B with plenty
of room (OK, just barely enough!) for ourselves, thus proving yet again the versatility and superiority of the MGB.
-Ciodo Perrone

'n the shadow o f greatness!

The two page photograph is an excellent job of advertising the Miata.
However, with a little creative cropping the MG enthusiast could produce an
excellent scene "suitable for framing" from the sign on the side of the barn!
Seriously, the Miata is a fantastic two-seater sports machine. It is similar to
what the MGB could have evolved into if, some fifteen years ago the vision of certain individuals in "Jolly 'ole England" had extended beyond the ends of their
noses!
These same people, or perhaps their offspring with the same amount of forward vision, now have apparently made the decision that will deny the MGF from
the world's largest sports car market, the United States!
-Doss H. White, Birmingham, AL

A BACK ISSUE!
Is there any way for me to obtain back issues of the "Driver'? I joined the Register
and would like a complete set. That is, Volume 1-4. Any advice? I think you're
doing a great job!
-Will Zehring
(Yes Will-By now you will know that back issues are available from our Secretary,
Jai Deagan, by writing to the address inside the front cover of the "Driver': However,
not all issues may be available as I think some have sold out. Thanks for your kind
comments on the Register and the "Driver':-Ed.)

MlATA MUSINGS
Did you know the sales brochure for the 1995 Mazda Miata features both the
MGA and the MGB?! Pages 2 and 3 consist of a single glossy photograph depicting the new MX-5 "jelly bean" car in a grass field in front of an old barn. On the
side of the barn, covering the upper half of the right hand page is a weathered
sign picturing a right hand turn on what appears to be a country race track. Four
cars are drifting through the turn-an MGA closely followed by three MGBs! The
lettering across the sign reads, "Speedway 7 miles ahead."
22
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(Well Doss, while agreeing that the brochure is a first class advertisement for the
Miata, let me give you and other members a bit o f background both on the Miata and
the shot to which you refer in your letter! The shot itself was taken about fifteen miles
from my home, up in the Santa Ynez Valley, (close to a place called "Neverland"9
and in fact, the barn is still there.
However, the mural was specially commissioned by Mazda and was actual[y
painted on a backdrop similar to those used in the theater! This took two days to
erect and once the Miatas (differentcolors!) were brought in, another day to shoot!
At the conclusion o f the shoot the mural was removed and taken away, though we
still get Miata owners coming out to California to find the barn-and the mural!
Somehow reminds me o f the "Return to Abingdon" syndrome we sometimes all suffer horn!
Continued on page 24

Letters to the Register - Continued from page 23
Now, why do you think these Miata people wish to identify with the MCB? Why
some of their sales pitch reminisces about the 'great British sports cars?" It's because
they KNEW that the MCB was the most popular sports car in the World until its
demise! Mazda saw the unfulfilled need--and filled it! However, the Miata will never
have the same history, pedigree, character and legend of the MCB and its owners.
I've driven one and it's very nice, holds the road well and is everything the MCB
could have been given the chance. However, the most oft asked question at a Miata
meet is, "What color3 yours?!" They all look alike!
But guess who was a prime player in the development of the Miata?
Every year in England, during May, an exclusively MC drive from London to
Brighton called the "RegencyRun" is held, in which over 300 MCs travel in convoy
to the seafront at the South Coast resort to celebrate MCs of all ages.
It was in 1985 that I first met a chap called John Shute. A modest man he had
brought along his stable of fine MC automobiles, driven by a variety o f relatives and
friends. I f there was a model or type of MC that he didn't possess then I wasn't aware
of it! While we often conversed at the end of the run,I never knew (or asked) what
John did for a living, until a while later, someone told me that he was Chairman of
a company down in Worthing, Sussex called IAD--or International Automotive
Design. IAD undertook some o f the most advanced automobile designs for companies around the world including the Lincoln Towncar, the MC Metro 6R4 and the
MAZDA MIATA! But always John S first love were his MCs, especially the pre-war big
saloons such as the VA, SA and WA. He believed that cars were meant to be driven,
a philosophy we often espouse in these pages, and thus he sought drivers to take his
MCs on the Regency Run. One year he entered no less than eleven o f his beautifully
prepared cars including MCBs!
Sadly, John passed away in January o f this year, at an early age and he will be
greatly missed, not only for his design work, but also for his dedication to the marque. However, I firmly believe that if Rover had ever asked John to design a new MC
we would have seen a car very similar to today's Miata a long time ago.-Ed.)
"FUEL INJECTION"?
On page 45 of the MarchIApril "Driver",a passing mention of fuel injection?
I've been a member of the MGB Register for over a year or so, and maybe you've
already run an article on fuel injection set-ups, i f so, please send me a reprint. But
i f not, and someone out there has any experience converting a 'B I would appreciate any help and information on it.
It may be an honest-to-goodness Abingdon way to decrease emissions while
increasing performance without the complications and expense of turbocharging
or supercharging. (Who would trust a junkyard turbo? They run too hot, and who
could find a junkyard supercharger small enough anyway?)
By the way, both recent articles on spring maintenance in the "Driver"failed
to remind us to check those dampers for oil!
-Richard H. Winslow, Battle Creek, MI

(Well Richard, having edited the "Driver" since its inception, I don't recall anything on fuel injection passing across the editorial desk. However, the Register has
unique contacts and sources. I think we can bring you details of a fuel injected MCB
and how to do it in a winter edition of the "MGB Driver". Watch this space!-Ed.)

,

.

A REPLY TO THE EDITOR ON CAR SHOWS!
After reading your reply to Wayne Patterson's letter in the "MCB Driver"
(Vo1.5. No.3) I think you owe him and other non-show participants an apology!
Your response to his letter presents a demeaning attitude to non-show MG owners and was very one sided.
I agree with Wayne, not everyone wants to show their cars, some of us just
enjoy our MGs for what they are. Everyone does not feel the need to make it the
prettiest or best in class. For any number of reasons, some of us don't enjoy
spending every waking moment washing and waxing our autos so that others can
place their value judgment on them. I enjoy viewing nice show cars but preparing
a car for shows is certainly not my primary focus in life or the reason I own an
MG. For those folks who love preparing their cars for show, I say "more power to
you". I strongly support them and wish them the very best in their pursuit of h a p
piness.
Also your comment on those of us who "park in the cheap seats", and "don't
bother to come on the show field" pretty well tells me where you are coming from.
I don't support placing a non-show car on the field just so it can be said that "600
cars were displayed". Actions like that are pointless and in the long term will ruin
the quality of the car shows.
Your comment on the "freeday out" is totally unjustified. You make it sound
like non-show MG owners are stealing from the show by attending (fromoutside).
You seem to forget that the vendors we are patronizing paid the show organizer
to be there and they depend upon both the show and the non-show owners to
support them. ~ i t h ~ t number
he
of MGs on the road, I'll bet that there are more
non-show buyers than car show owners. Without the daily drivers, there would
not be such an abundant source of parts suppliers for the show cars to select
from. I should also point out that I support the car shows when I purchase copious quantities of food,drink and "doo-dads" at shows. My patronage allows those
vendors to return to the next show which they would not do i f they didn't sell any
merchandise. I can't imagine that there are enough non-show owners attending to
make a significant differenceand i f that is so then the organizer had better reconsider how the show is structured, or charge everyone to attend (including other
types of car drivers).
You missed the point of Wayne's letter which was identifying the need to provide parking/show facilities for daily drivers-not just pretty show cars. It seems
to me that the show organizer could make a few extra bucks by setting up a special parking area for daily drivers and non-show MGs. This would allow others to
participate in their own way and not distract from the real car show--everyone
would win.
Please reconsider your thoughts on what a car show is really for-it is for
everyone-not just the folks who wish to show o f ftheir cars.
-Bernie Hardin, Wilton,IA

(Thanks for the letter Bernie-but it's not me who missed the point! My point
was that the TRUE MC enthusiast would wish to become part of the day by being in
the center o f it all whether he/she was showing their car or not. And obviousl~in
Iowa they do not have the special areas set aside for "Daily Drivers" or "Pride o f
Continued on page 26

Letters to the Register - Continued from page 2<5

MORE "B'INC THERE"!

Ownership" classes that most major MG meets have. Try and get to John Twist's this
August and see what's on offerinside the field! Maybe the term "show", as we haue
been using it, plays too big a part here. I was not advocating that everyone should
show their MG-I just want them to be part o f the meeting in the true spirit o f the
Marque!
As for your point about the vendors, sure, they pay to be part o f the meet, but
they also provide mainly for the enthusiast who is present, not just for the guy who
parks two blocks away. I respect your view that showing your MG is not the be all
and end all-no one ever said it was- but if we are to come together as a marque,
even as a Register, then we need every available and willing MG to be part o f the
meet.
Anyway, let's see what other Register members think. As a final shot, I attended
a British car meeting in the Bay Area only yesterday. The setting was superb, overlookingsan Francisco Bay, the weather was as delightfuland the organization excellent. There were 200 cars on the field and then I counted 54 BRITISH CARS outside
in the parking lots! No wonder the organizer said to me that he didn't think he
would hold the meeting again at this beautiful location as the entry fees had not covered the cost o f the venue, the insurance, the advertising, the facilities (toilets etc.)
and the overall costs o f mounting the event. Those 54 cars could haue made all the
difference!-Ed.)

BUMPER PAINT FOR THE 1975-'80 MGB?
Let me begin by confessing that I have "destroyed the authenticity" o f my
1978 MGB by lowering the ride height with Moss Stage I1 springs, adding 185R14
tires on Minilite wheels, adding V8 front suspension bushings, replacing the
Stromberg 'strangler' with a down-draft Weber and the painting my bumpers to
match the body color-Gloss Black!
Handling and acceleration have improved much more than I hoped for. Zero
to 60 mph dropped from a boring 17 seconds to a consistent 10.5 seconds.
I have received many compliments on the painted bumpers at MG events"They blend in", "They look integrated with the body", "Very modern-looks like
an RV8" and "The whole car looks longer" are just a few. I am really pleased with
the results but feel somewhat guilty about the authenticity thing. I like to tell
myself that the modifications are really in keeping with the original engineering
intentions rather than compromised management execution. I also tell myself
that the true MG spirit lies in " f u nper dollarn-not to be taken too seriously and
never intended to be a museum piece. The authenticity debate will probably rage
on but maybe someone knows the inside story of the black bumpers.
I have seen several later MGBs with body color bumpers and always thought
it was a dramatic improvement and I also note that they didn't repeat the black
bumper decision on the RV8 or the MGF. I sometimes wonder i f the MG stylists
didn't really want the bumpers painted the same as the body color, but were
turned down for lack of money.
Maybe some o f your readers and experts can give us the inside story o f teeth
gnashing battles between stylists, marketing, engineering, finance and management within British Leyland. You know perhaps painting the bumpers on later
MGBs is merely correcting another BL management blunder!
Continued on page 52

In our May/June issue we ran the saga of Peter Egan's MGB which first
appeared in "Road & Track". There were many follow-up letters to this excellent
article a few o f which follow...
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"I've owned more than 15 various MGBs and GTs since 1973, and Peter Egan's
"B-ingThere" is what owning an MGB is all about!"
-Henry J. Christoff;Yorktown, VA
"Being avid MG enthusiasts and owners since 1969, "B-ing There" echoed
what we and many other MGB owners have experienced. The MGB is becoming
an attractive subject for both the collector and enthusiast. This is due in part to
its affordabilityand available parts, but more so because people are catching on
to what many of us realized year ago: The MGB is a car of great charm and timeless design. And the owner can still get dirt under his fingernails in a time when
even the simplest o f a new vehicle's workings are beyond understanding!
Our MGBs have allowed us, through shows and meets to establish friendships with fellow M G owners across your nation and ours. From Alabama to
California,from Illinois to British Columbia, MG enthusiasm transcends nationality, race, religion and age."-Jeannie & Drew Hastings, Ontario, Canada
"Egan does it again! He described my feelings about the British car I'd owned
for 10 years. The trips I made became freaky expeditions, during which I kept staring at the gauges. Other British car owners kept talking about the nice places they
had discovered while waiting for the tow truck!
"B-ingThere" reminded me o f the high financial and emotional cost o f having a
British sports car-but also the unequaled pleasure o f driving one!"
-Alain Dufresne, Quebec City, Canada
"Almost twenty years after a college trip in an MGB from Queens, New York
to Pompano, Florida I still remember ...Bob Seager's "Night Moves" blaring on the
radio...cool nights driving around with the top down ...the lovely sound o f the
MGB, even though at the time I didn't know the differencebetween a pushrod and
a stick-ball bat ...but mostly I remember the simplicity and innocence that this car
epitomized."-Edward J. Zohn, Scotch Plains, NJ
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A YEAR (plus a bit!) I N THE LIFE OF A N M C M A N
Marcham Rhoade reminisces from his diary about a momentous time
for MG-and himself!
SEPTEMBER 22nd 1979-We took the MGB roadster t o the MG Owners' Club
national event a t Bourne Airfield in Cambridgeshire. A cold windy weekend did
not deter hundreds of MG people from turning out. The prospect of Abingdon
closing had been dramatically announced by British Leyland a short while previously and emotion for t h e marque was running high! I assisted in t h e
Concours/Condition Judging and once again was amazed a t the standards which
have become the "norm" in events of this nature. People really d o love t o s e e
their favorite cars presented in the best possible condition. BBC television cameras were present a t the meet and from this sprang the great "Save the MG" Rally!
SEPTEMBER 30th 1979-Once again the trusty MGB was pointed down the
motorway. This time the rendezvous was the embankment of the River Thames
in the capital city of London. Here we joined thousands of MG enthusiasts from
the Car Club, the Owners' Club and the Octagon Club in the great "Save the MG"
Rally. MGs a s far a s the eye could s e e and then a long snaking line of MG people
marching through the streets of London in a good humored demonstration of loyalty and affection t o MC. We met many friends, old and new. On the way home,
the traffic on the motorway was reduced t o a crawl and this was just too much
for the clutch on the "B" which had already in 1979 covered some 15,000 miles
including the pilgrimage t o Hausach in the Black Forest of Germany!
OCTOBER 14th 1979-Classic Car Show a t Leeds in Yorkshire where the MG
clubs again put on a tremendous show with professional stands and vehicles displayed t o great effect. The "B" is still out of action, s o the MGB GT V8 has been
pressed into service for this trip. Must get around t o that clutch soon!
NOVEMER 6th 1979-Took a day off work and starting a t 8:00 am we took out the
engine and renewed the clutch on the roadster. We had everything back together by 5:00 pm and this included cleaning the engine while it was out of the car in
readiness for entering Condition Events in 1980. (When I say 'we' ,I was greatly

assisted by Tony Steels who sadly has passed on to the great garage somewhere out
there!) (During the following weeks much time was spent in the garage with the
"B" preparingfor the coming season. My wife accused me of having a mistress in
there-she was right! But eventually the day came when the car, fresh from t h e
paint shop was ready for the '80s!)
MAY 1st 1980-Took part in our local MG Club's "Spring Rally". A pleasant and
leisurely start to the season. The "B" ran well and some small bugs were ironed
out on this day.
MAY 1 l t h 1980-The first big event of the season, t o Elvaston Castle for the MiniNational organized by the Derby MG Club. Weather superb and over 400 MGs
turned u p for the day t o take part and witness a variety of events. Driving tests, a
full Gymkhana and Concours section were all heavily entered in addition to a
Road Rally. Spent the whole day working t h e public address system and also judging, s o our MGB was not entered!
JUNE 1st 1980-After the foul weather the previous year, the Lincoln MG Club
were blessed with real fine weather for their Mini-National! The committee had
put in a tremendous amount of work t o complement the beautiful setting of the
Ashby Hall Country Club with its park and lake. Again a very good turn-out
although perhaps somewhat inhibited by the prospect of the MG National Event

*

the following Sunday. We were fortunate enough t o take a first place with the
MGB, John Dupont's immaculate MGB GT V8 being the overall winner. In addition,
our own local club took first place in the driving tests!
JUNE 8th 1980-Over three thousand MGs converged on Donington Park for the
MG Owners Club National Rally! Alan Curtis of Aston Martin received his award
as "MG Enthusiast of the Year" and things were looking good for the MG marque.
The consortium was organized and negotiations were taking place for curtis to
take over MG. On a personal note, the "B" was entered in Concours and we took
a second place to the winner, Chris Cheal. Everyone who attended the event
praised the organization and the terrific team of dedicated helpers who helped
make the National a success.
JUNE 14th 1980-The start of the MG Car Club's 50th Anniversary "Tour of
Britain" a t Harrogate. The cold, miserable weather did not dampen the enthusiasm of MG people from all over the world, who came (some with their cars!) t o
take part in this unique occasion. Due t o business commitments we were unable
to undertake the whole tour, but felt that we had t o b e a t the start to speed the
entrants on their way! We were t o rejoin the tour the following Friday.
JUNE 20th 1980-At the Donington Motor Museum where we caught the tourists
preparing t o depart for Silverstone for the two-day-annual MG Car Club Festival.
The next two days were spent in a veritable orgy of MGs! They came from every
corner of the globe and many were the tales they had t o tell about the incidents
that had befallen them o n their travels. The racing on Saturday was superb-the
sight of Malcolm Beer's V8 running out of gas, having given the rest of the field a
good mile start and then coming back t o pass the front runners was something
this reporter will remember for a long time!
July 3rd 1980-One of the last of my many visits to the MG factory a t Abingdon
where accompanied by Mike, a friend of mine, we traveled down in not on& but
two Damask Red V8s! We managed a tour through the plant-just the two of us
courtesy of Peter Franklin-and chatted with the workers who were totally P'd off
Continued on page 32
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now that they knew the Aston deal had collapsed and come the fall they would be
out of a job! We left Abingdon almost physically feeling the sadness that hung
over the town like a grey fog, even though the sun was shining.
JULY 6th 1980-The MG Car Club event at historic Thoresby Hall in
Nottinghamshire, (Robin Hood counhy!) where we managed a third place with the
"B" in concours beaten by a "ringer" and Tony Carey's superb Tartan Red MGB.
The "ringer" was an interesting experience. We had seen the Pageant Blue MGB
win an event a few weeks before and as such the car should have been entered in
the normal class for 'Bs. Imagine our surprise when it turned up in the 'Novice'
class! The license plates had been switched and the car was now entered in the
novice class in the name of the owner's wife!! Despite protestations that this was
a different MGB, most of those present knew that it was the same car! It was later
proved to be indeed, a 'ringer', and the award was withdrawn! Just shows you
what some people will do to get a trophy! We never saw the guy or his wife again!
JULY 1l t h thru' 26th 1980-Vacation!!! Which was spent in the States attending
various MG meetings making many new friends across the country and greeting
old acquaintances.
JULY 27th 1980-Twelve hours after arriving back in England we were entering
the "B" in a concours at the Nottingham MG event! Very little time to clean the car
thoroughly but we still gained a third place! Also, my son took a second place
with the V8!
AUGUST 17th 1980-MGB Day at Ragley Hall the home of the Marquis of
Tavistock and promoted by John Hill of the MGB Centre. We did not enter a car
because we were too busy with the organization of this annual event for MGBs
and MGCs only. The day began dull but soon turned very sunny and warm. We
had already been given a warm reception by the Marquis when he asked us to
please turn down the music, which was disturbing his Sunday breakfast on the
terrace of his stately home! We undertook a first this year in that all the cars were
grouped by color. All the reds together, all the blues, whites, blacks, and so on.
The yellows provided a real eye-opener as about forty different shades of Citron
took to the field! Eventually we crammed 1,009 MGBs into the reserved area, with
overflow outside the gates! Young Dave Cartwright from the MGB Centre single
handedly dismantled an MGB in record time, after which we announced that the
engine was immediately going to be put into an MGB GT! People gathered around
to watch this feat and saw four beefy guys pick up the engine and place it in the
tailgate of the GT! The only disappointed MGB owner of the day was the chap who
the day before had bought a new, unregistered University Motors Special. He
entered the concours and then wondered why his car did not win! Well, you don't
enter a concours with factory wax still in place inside the engine bay of the car!
Another memory was the entrant who when asked to open his bonnet said, "I didn't know you were going to be so picky!" and promptly drove off the field homeward bound! A tremendous day which we enjoyed very much despite having my
Canon camera stolen!
AUGUST 23rd 1980-A gentle run into Lincolnshire for the Bar-B-Q mounted by
the Lincs Area of the MG Car Club at Woddhall Spa and another first place for the
MGB in the condition event.
SEPTEMBER 7th 1980-The Sledmere Concours high up in North Yorkshire sponsored by the MG Car Club. Again modest success with a third place in the MGB

class and a super drive home into the setting sun across the bleak Yorkshire
moors, home of the Brontes.
SEPTEMBER 13th 1980-A party of MG enthusiasts from the USA and Sweden,
arrived to stay with us and during the course of their visit we managed to arrange
one of the last tours of the MG Factory granted to outsiders. A very sad time for
me but our visitors were enthralled to be on the hallowed ground at Abingdon.
The work force were now resigned to the closure scheduled for Friday, October
24th and during this visit tentative plans were laid to hold a wake at the famous
Gate 3 as it closed for the very last time.
SEPTEMBER 28th 1980-The Birmingham MG Owners Club stage a rally in a pub
car park at Redditch in Worcestershire. This time the MGB took a first in the concours-more success late in the season! We also managed a third place in the driving tests through a very tight course--a good day!
OCTOBER 5th 1980-High up in the Derbyshire Hills to Riber Castle for the yearly "Riber Round-Up", a low-key event held at a nature preserve, with panoramic
views across the beautiful Peak District National Park. Another first for the MGB!
What was going on? A non-MG friend who went with us to this meet ended up
before the day was over buying a super white 1969 MGC. You wouldn't believe
what his wife, who had borne him five kids, said when he got home! Imagine:
"You've bought a what?!!"
OCTOBER 12th 1980-The Roebuck Inn at Stevenage in Hertfordshire and the
50th Anniversary Celebration of the founding of the MG Car Club way back in
1930. John Thornley presided and Syd Beer had special first day covers franked
at the Post Office to commemorate the occasion. The mild concours judged by
John and others, saw our MGB take 3rd place--a fact of which we were unaware
until a friend of ours telephoned later that evening to see when we could collect
our trophy, which he had collected on our behalf! We had left early as the whole
MG scene was getting rather emotional at this time, and everybody was crying in
their beer!
OCTOBER 22nd 1980-My birthday! At 2:30 pm a telephone call at work sent me
into shock and anger. Peter Franklin was on the line to tell me that they had shut
down the Abingdon MG factory-as of now! Somehow British Leyland's brass had
got wind of the planned enthusiasts' wake proposed for two days later and had
terminated production forthwith! The official explanation was that they "did not
wish a big fuss to be made on the final day!" Typical Michael Edwardes tactics! SO
the true MG fraternity were denied the opportunity to say a fond farewell to the
men and the machines of this little
piece of English automobile history. Me? For one of the few times in
my life, went and got smashed on
"Old Speckled Hen" and can recall
very little of my birthday evening
except for the inordinate number
of phone calls I got asking me what
the hell was going on! If you were
one of those who called, please
accept my apologies for an unintelligible reply! 4
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t has been twenty years since British Leyland built a special MGB GT calling it
the Jubilee or Anniversary model-the original intention being to commemorate the 50th anniversary of MG's production. If this was so, then they were at
least one o r possibly two years out in their calculations as the first MG was produced in either late 1923 o r early 1924! When this was pointed out to BL management, they changed their story claiming that the limited edition MGB GT was t o
celebrate Cecil Kimber's success in the 1925 Lands End Trial in which he won a
Gold Award with his MG.
There could however possibly have been another reason for British Leyland
producing a limited edition. Sales were falling, s o was it a publicity stunt t o boost
sales? The late Wilson McComb in his excellent book, "MC by McComb" has a
graph in the appendix showing that from 1972 when production of MGs peaked,
there was a fall of some 15,000 cars per annum until 1975 when there was an
upsurge of approximately 7,000 cars!
A production run of 750 MGB GT Jubilee cars was planned by BL, but ultimately there were 752 GTs and one Roadster produced in the unique Green and
Gold Jubilee livery. Details of the three additional cars will be given later in this
feature.
All Jubilee cars were finished in New Racing Green (color code BL VC25 o r
ICI.PO 30-7985) with Gold side stripes containing the "MG 1925-1975" logo on the
front wings, running the full length of the car along the upper parts of the wings
and doors, just above the waist line strips which normally are chrome plated but
on Jubilee cars are painted in body color.
The wheels are similar t o those used on the MGB GT V8 being of the composite type, steel rims painted gold riveted t o alloy wheel centers painted black
with the edges of the ventilation cut-outs highlighted in Gold. (The best match to
the original gold paint used on the wheels is 1CI.PO 31-4702, unfortunately no
longer available!) The center of the hub was finished with a steel pressing painted matte black and surmounted with a dark green and gold MG motif within a gold
octagon. The wheels were shod with 175x14 tubeless radial tires.
The Black and Gold theme was extended t o the interior of the car where the
seats, carpets and trim were black. The steering wheel boss was finished in black
&gold and the rim was bound in black leather.
The MG badge fitted on the front polyurethane bumper was also finished in
Gold and this gold badge applies t o ALL MGBs, V8s and Midgets built during the
1975 calendar year. On some cars the tailgate badge was also finished in gold, but
this does not apply t o all MGBs and V8s: perhaps there was a supply problem and
the gold badge bin was empty, s o chrome finished tailgate badges were fitted t o
some cars!
Also fitted a s standard t o the Jubilee cars were all the items previously listed as extras; overdrive, tinted window glass to all windows, head restraints, carpets, matte black door mirrors t o both doors and matte black wiper blades and
arms.
Some Jubilee cars have a commemorative plaque fitted t o the center of the
dashboard with the individual car's limited edition number engraved on the
upper part of the plaque. The MG motif flanked with laurel leaves is the center
and the dates 1925 and 1975 are above and below the motif. A space was left at
the bottom of this, and these plaques were sent out loose with the car t o enable
the engraving to be carried out by the Leyland Distributor. Unfortunately because
Continued on page 36
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of this system, many plaques failed to reach the initial purchaser of the MGB. As
these plaques were issued at random and no records were kept by the MG Works
at Abingdon as to the limited edition number allocated to an individual car it is
now impossible to establish the number of a car not fitted with the plaque. While
compiling the Register of Jubilee cars it became obvious that the limited edition
numbers were allocated at random, bearing no relationship to either car or
engine numbers. Anyone with a Jubilee bearing the correct plaque is one of the
favored few! In all other respects the MGB GT Jubilee cars-none of which were
exported to the United States-appear to be similar to all other GTs manufactured for the 1975 model year. A Jubilee in 1975 cost, including taxes, $2668.77 a increase of f 124 over a standard MGB GT.
I said earlier that I would give details of the three additional cars that were
produced above the planned limited production run of 750 cars. Two of these
additional cars were GTs, and the third car was an MGB Roadster.
Geoff Allen, your NAMGBR Honorary Member, has supplied me with valuable
information on these vehicles. Of the two GT cars it appears that British Leyland
at the time were supplying a considerable number of cars to the leading instructional school in the UK-the British School of Motoring. An inquiry was received
by BL from BSM asking if the MG Car Company could build a one-off Jubilee fitted
with a V8 engine for use by the School to publicize the BSM high-performance driving course. One can only guess at the discussion that must have ensued! Finally
a decision was made that such a vehicle could be produced and production of an
MGB GT V8 commenced on June 17th 1975. As by this time bodyshells for both
the MGB and the MGB V8 had been commonised there were no production difficulties assembling such a vehicle and this took place on June 18th. Paint finishing took place on June 25th and the car was then delivered to the British School
of Motoring in Chelsea, London, where it received the registration number "BSM
1". It is believed that this V8 covered only a small mileage while in the possession
of BSM, who retained the registration number when they finally disposed of the
car.
Little is then known about the movements of the car until the 1980s when it
was spotted in the showrooms of Toulmin Motors of London, followed by a further sighting in Hampshire. On this occasion, the car was seen by a passing MG
enthusiast who first noticed the car's distinctive number plate "MGB 5" which initially he thought he would transfer to his own MG. He purchased the car not realizing what a unique MG he had bought. The car was subsequently restored by
Geoff Allen and while it still remains in the UK, the owner wishes to remain anonymous.
The story of the 752nd Jubilee is equally fascinating. It was damaged while
being rehearsed for an advertising stunt and although repaired was thought to be
unsuitable for sale to the public. It was placed in the Abingdon factory garage and
used a s a works 'hack'. This unfortunate car was then involved in a further accident, and was about to be written off when it was taken over by Works
Development Department, repaired and subsequently used as the prototype turbocharged MG.
The exterior of the body was painted Metallic Green with either black or dark
gray flashes similar to those on the last of the line Limited Edition cars. The
engine bay and spare wheel compartment were not resprayed and remained New

Racing Green, as
original. When the
MG Factory closed,
the car was sold as
a rolling shell to a
member of the
workforce, who it is
understood fitted a
standard
MGB
engine in place of
the V8.
Finally
to
another one-off, left
hand drive MGB
Roadster and the
only Roadster t o
be finished similarly to the MGB GT Jubilee cars. This is a very special MGB, the one millionth car
to be produced at Abingdon MG Works! On this car the interior trim and upholstery was Autumn Leaf and externally the car was very similar to a Jubilee GT
with V8 wheels painted black and gold, but with side mounted flashers on the
front and rear fenders as fitted to all American spec cars of the time.
The car was donated by British Motors, Inc. of Leonia New Jersey, a s the first
prize to the winners in the 1976 MG Bi-Centennial Rally of the Colonial Capitals.
The car was won by Bryan Wladis and George Cookson driving a concours winning MG TC. The car is now owned by Don Bridger of Maggie's Bits & Spares in
Arkansas and completed a lengthy trouble-free trip to the GOF West in Calgary,
Canada during 1994.
So 20 years on, we have about 200 Jubilees on the Register books and look
forward to the next twenty years! fi
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FROM THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason Gives More Invaluable Advice t o Register Members
TIRED OUT!
I own a 1977 MGB which needs new tires. The tire size already mounted on
the Rostyles on my car is 165SR14 but the local tire store only stocks 185SR14.
Through the "MCB Driver" I have located a source of tires from British Wire
Wheel in Santa Cruz, California but I would like t o purchase the tires locally if possible.
-Leif Erickson, Stillwater, MN

For your Rostyle disc wheels, the size that you should acquire will be the 185/70
series for the 14 inch wheel diameter and you should be able to find this size anywhere.
The 185SR14 will fit (barely) but will be taller and have a larger rolling diameter. Your speedo will then read 'slower' than what you are actually doing, so stick
with the 185/70 series which has the proper rolling diameter for your MCB.-Bob

The MGB CT o f Don Bishop, MCB Registrar o f the
MC Car Club England, proudly wears the grille badge
o f the North American MGB Register.

COOL RUNNINGS!
I have an MGB GT manufactured in June of 1974 with serial number
GHD5UE353297G. After start up and the car is warm, every once in a while it will
pop up through the carburetor. It does not d o it all the time, but in cold weather
it is very bad.
I checked the valve guides and the clearance on the valves but when it is cold
it has t o run with the choke out most of the time. I hope you can help me outwhatever you tell me, I will try to d o it!
-Lester Kirchner, Bloomfield, NJ
(P.S. I owe you a stamp!)

Thanks for your letter and the stamped envelope you sent me. The symptoms
you describe relate directly to a "too-lean" mixture on one or both o f your carburetors, especially so when you say you have to run most of the time with the mixture
(choke) control pulled "out': This can also be aggravated by not having enough oil
in each o f the piston tubes, so check to see that the oil level in both damper tubes is
within about %" to %" o f the top o f each tube. And only use 20W-50 engine oil.
Rather than go into a great discourse on how to adjust the mixture on your carburetors, I am enclosing a photocopy of 2 pages from the Haynes SU Carburetor manual, (available from Moss and other major suppliers) which should be easy enough
to follow. I f you can visualize what the info sheet is saying while you are doing the
adjusting, I think you will be able to solve your mixture problem as you relate to your
engine operating during your cold temperatures "up nawth "!
Thanks again for your letter and I hope the above will help you solve the problems of cold running.-Bob
HOT RUNNINGS!
I have finally completed a two year restoration of my 1973 MGB. NOWI have
to sort out all the small problems that one expects after reassembling a car from
scratch!

Continued on page 40
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First, let me thank you for the advice you provided me a few months ago. You
may recall that I was perplexed about the high oil consumption 1 was experiencing, despite a complete rebuild a few years ago. It appears the root of the problem was chromium rings that never took a proper seat. They were replaced with
cast iron rings and s o far the problem appears solved.
Now t o my current problem. My temperature gauge began reading hot after
my first engine rebuild. Within seconds of starting the motor the gauge began its
trek t o the far right-and stayed there! Driving on the highway with the overdrive
engaged would drop the temperature t o about halfway between normal and high,
otherwise it would stay pegged t o the right. Prior t o the rebuild, the gauge stayed
just t o the left of normal.
I replaced the sensor during the rebuild and installed a 180°F thermostat.
Next, I tried a 165°F thermostat. When that failed, I replaced the temperature
gauge. Nothing seemed t o help! I should point out that I had installed a Kent
KC715 camshaft and had the block bored .30 oversize. I did wonder if this would
cause the engine t o run hotter.
During my just completed overhaul I had the radiator checked. It was in good
condition but I went ahead and had it boiled and cored anyway. I replaced the
sensor again and installed a new water pump. The gauge runs hotter than ever! I
finally checked the water temperature with the radiator cap removed and the
engine at operating temperature and found it to be 185°F. I assume this is a valid
test?
I found an old article from somewhere which said the gauge could be recalibrated by first checking the water temperature in the radiator and then adjusting
the gauge. The slot on the left (as you view the gauge from the front) adjusts the
high end of the temperature scale. I attempted this procedure but found that I
could not rotate the slot. I disassembled the gauge t o study it more closely and
saw the slot is there for making such an adjustment, but it is riveted s o securely
it cannot be moved without using destructive force!
I'm at my wits end, I'm not certain that I even have an overheating condition
or just a fault in the wiring. In the meantime the MGB just sits in the garage
because I am afraid to drive it--even t o a mechanic. Please help! A thousand
thanks!
-Bob Schultz

Perhaps you didn't think about mentioning it in your letter, but ifyou do not hear
the coolant liquid actually boiling within the system, especially afier you stop the
engine, and you are not losing water through the radiator overflow hose, you are not
overheating, no matter what the gauge may indicate!
To begin with, the thermostat has nothing to do with coolant overheating unless
it is stuck in the closed position. Once it opens at the designed temperature the
coolant will stay no lower than the designed temperature, but any higher temperature is due to other variables such as normal heat o f 180"-20O0F,
a bad water pump,
a blocked radiator, cracks in the cylinder head or block, or a defective cylinder head
gasket.
I assume you have checked the electrical portion o f the temperature gauge by
just turning the ignition key ON without starting the engine, and then waiting for a
Continued on page 42
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time to see what happens to the temperature gauge needle? By the way, your
camshati or oversize bore will have minimal, if any, effect on coolant temperature!
As you have already found that your coolant temperature at the radiator is
approximately 185°F when checked with the thermometer at the filler neck, your
gauge needle should be sitting somewhere near the vertical position. I f not, then you
may have an incorrect temperature transmitter installed in the cylinder head, a
defective temperature gauge (and this gauge is hardly ever found to be defective
unless someone tampers with it!), a defective voltage stabilizer, or defective wiring
within that particular circuit.
To test the circuit, turn the ignition key ON, remove the electrical wire from the
temperature transmitter and ground that wire to the engine block. I f the gauge and
circuit is all right, the temperature needle will slowly move to the HOT position on
the gauge. To test the voltage stabilizer, connect a 12-volt test lamp to the wire from
the temperature transmitter. With the ignition key ON the lamp should start to slowly pulsate after a 15-20 second delay, at the approximate rate of your turn signal
flasher. For an actual and accurate check o f the coolant temperature, hy to borrow
a dual (oil and temperature) gauge as fitted to the 1962-'67MCB and temporarily use
this unit to test your coolant temperature.
If, in fact, you find that the coolant temperature is truly overheating, then you
will have to check your engine for a cracked cylinder head or block which can cause
the coolant to rapidly overheat by allowing the high combustion temperatures to be
transferred directly to the coolant. By the way, have you noticed any indication of
coolant in your engine oil? A defective cylinder head gasket could also add to your
problems and it is also a possibility that some of the cylinder head or block cooling
passages were somehow blocked/resh-icted during your engine overhaul. Again, perhaps the cylinder head gasket itself was installed UPSIDE DOWN thereby blocking
some o f the coolant passages-it is marked TOP and FRONT, but a visual inspection
will tell you if any o f the coolant passages are blocked.
I hope the above will have given you a few items to check. I f your cooling system wasn't overheating before your rebuild, it shouldn't be doing so now, so something must have happened that has caused the Magic Gremlin to jump up and bite
you!-Bob Q
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MGB FUEL TANKS
Ken Walton, New England M G Car Club
Whether it's a Roadster or GT, a chrome bumper or rubber model, the standard mild steel tank is pulled up against the underside of the B's trunk floor either
by two metal straps, or on later models by nine nuts and bolts. The early tank was
a different shape and of smaller capacity than the later variation and was changed
in 1964.
Sure, there are a few thin strips of rubber on the top of the tank to prevent
metal-to-metal contact and damaging vibration, but the resulting sixteenth of an
inch or so gap between the top of the tank and the trunk floor makes a perfect
home for dirt thrown up by the wheels. As a result the top surfaces and edges of
the tank eventually rot away, allowing fuel spillage and the ingress of dirt, not to
mention the possibility of an explosion.
It is, however, remarkably easy to cure the problem, though you'll need a
new tank (or a very good, tested used one!), a handful of nuts, bolts, washers and
special captive nuts (or get the complete gas tank hardware mounting kit from
Moss, or VB), a new sender unit locking ring, seal and a few spare hours.
Start by disconnecting the battery(s) (always the first step in any work on
your MGB and particularly important when dealing with something as flammable
as fuel) and set about draining the tank itself. Ideally you'll have run it almost dry
so that there's only a gallon or so at most to deal with. Once you've removed the
filler neck assembly and the tank is as empty as possible, push a suitable bung on
the filler stub to minimize the escape of dangerous fumes. An aerosol spray can
cap is ideal.
Turn next to the sender unit and outlet pipe connection on the right hand
side of the tank. In all cases removal of the right rear wheel will make your life
much easier! On rubber bumper cars the outlet pipe is attached to a small stub
within the sender unit-on chrome bumper models there's a separate pipe and
union to be undone. (Don't forget the fuel gauge wire lead attached to the
sender.) Having previously, liberally soaked the exposed threads of all the tank
bolts with penetrating oil, get a socket on the bolt heads from inside the trunk and
start to undo them.
If you're lucky, they'll all come out without any problems. If you are not, then
the captive nuts will break free of their cages beneath the floor and you'll have to
get vise grips on them! This is no problem with the nuts down the sides of the
tank, but rather more difficult if it's one of the two rear-most captive nuts which
break free. The curve of the rear valance means you can't get in there with the
vise grips and you'll have to laboriously cut the bolts off with a small hacksaw.(Using a grinder could lead to disastrous results!!)
Fortunately, the four nuts screwed into the stud plates from below are usually less of a problem. Once they are all finger-tight, get under the car to take the
weight off the tank (or use a floor jack to support it) and spin them off with a socket or speed wrench and then gently lower the tank to the floor. Empty the remaining fuel from the old tank into a suitable container and dispose of the old tank in
a suitable manner.
As for the new tank, begin by giving it a thorough coat of durable paint, then
transfer the sending unit, new locking ring and seal, filler neck gasket and the new
captive nuts to the new tank. Then raise it into position beneath the MGB and
secure it first with a couple of nuts and washers from beneath, and then the bolts

from inside the trunk. A couple of useful tips: First don't forget to glue new rubber strips to the top of the tank, and secondly give both the nuts, bolts and the
top of the tank itself a thick coat of wheel bearing grease to keep rust at bay that
bit longer.
Finally, (after plugging the fuel gauge sending lead back onto the sender),
check the fuel hose leading from the tank to the fuel pump. I recommend
installing an in-line fuel filter between the tank and the pump to reduce wear.
Then refuel, check for leaks, and with the peace of mind knowing your MGB is no
longer a hazard, DRIVE IT!!

(...and now, a few more thoughts on early MGB tank replacement (to car
#48765) from the Editor, who has recently spent a considerable amount of time
under his '64 MGB!

As Ken pointed out, the tank is different for the earlier cars and bears a strong
resemblance to the MGA gas tank. Rather than being square, it is o f tapered proportions and there are NO nuts and bolts which go to the floor of the trunk. The whole
thing is held up by two metal straps which pivot at the front end and swing down
allowing the tank to be removed. Soak everything connecting the tank to the MGB in
penetrating oil, before attempting removal!
Tank replacement was necessitated by a pinhole leak which seeped gas down
the length o f the tank, onto the strap and then to the ground. I stupidly tried to repair
the pinhole with JB Weld but as fast as I cured one hole another appeared! Not surprising after over 30 years of being exposed to the elements. Of course Ishould have
known better after trying to repair a similar problem back in England in 1972.
Sometimes we never really learn to remember!
New, early MGB tanks are available but megaexpensive, (around 400 bucks!)
however, I managed to get a reasonable used one from out in the Arizona desert
which was then boiled out by our local radiator shop and tested for leaks. (It is possible by the way, to convert an early roadster to take the later, bolt-on type o f tank
by accurately drilling out the holes in the hunk floor through which the bolts can pass
but I wanted to stay 'original'.)
Removal of the old tank was fairly simple, although getting to the clevis pins and
brackets, up by the rear valance, which hold each strap, required some fiddling. To
make life easier, get the rear of the MGB up really high to allow you to work in a
degree of comfort and not struggle flat on your back for hours on end! Also don't forget to chock the front wheels as you raise the rear o f the car. Remove the sender
wires from the unit and the rubber filler pipe from within the trunk and undo the fuel
pipe union. Support the rear end o f the tank on a jack while you unfasten the strap
fixings.
The rubber packing strips are sold as a complete length, so you can cut them to
suit--and do allow a little bit extra at each end-you can always him any surplus later.
The fuel gauge sending unit is also differenton early cars being held in place by
nine bolts and these should be replaced with a complete set o f new hardware (Moss
#323-728). Drain the old gas into a bowl by removing the drain plug and then disPose o f it in a safe manner. Don't re-use it and never attempt to siphon gas by sucking on the end of a tube!
Continued on page 52

TWO NEW MCB MODELS NOW AVAILABLE IN THE US!

ARE YOU THE OTHER WOMAN?
Elaine Coll
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the Le Mans MGB, contad D&R Enterprises for details. (See page 56.)
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How did I lose him? Where did I lose him? When did I lose him? Worse yet,
look what I lost him to?! If the MG could fit into the bedroom, we would be relegated to the garage! Then again, we might see more of the "other half" if we
camoed out there! Such a dilemma.
Wives have been innocently taught by Moms all over the world that the way
t o a man's heart is through his stomach. 1'11 just bet that HER husband's favorite
meal was NOT, when asked, "I don't care" or, "Almost finished" or, "Be with you
in a minute" (I found out then, that they have no concept of time!), o r "I'm not
hungry, but get yourself something if you want to" (what a sport!), and the ever
popular, straining and puffing, "Ugh?"
I'd been married to an MG lover for years before I realized he had more t o his
physique than feet (Iooking at me from under this "thing"), or that h e even had an
upper torso that disconnected from the bonnet! Up t o this point, I was just
amazed at how feet could grunt and engine compartments could command such
reverence. I was (am?) sure the Playboy centerfold of the year was secured t o the
engine block. The specific year varied, of course, with the year and type of MG.
Something about "original", "authentic" and "factory supplied". Why else would
guys spend s o much time under the hood (OOPS...bonnet) ...a secret cult? The
men spend more time now exchanging telephone numbers of restorers, body
painters and engine rebuilders than they ever spent swapping phone numbers
from their little black books!
Do you ever wonder why our men head for the front of the car when s o m e
thing, (correction-anything!), goes wrong with it? My favorite is when the beast
dies. Up t o the bonnet he dashes, opens the impressive jaw, stares (for no fewer
than ten minutes) with his head in this mysterious thing. With occasional unobtrusive looks t o each side t o acknowledge any potential o r active fellow cultists,
he may o r may not touch anything, then resumes a somewhat upright position as
he looks back t o the faithful key turnerlbutton pushers and yells, "TRY IT NOW!"
That's when you give in to your better senses and smugly, but gently, inquire
as t o when h e last put gas in the car! Claiming temporary insanity you may even
be s o bold as t o suggest h e revisit his New Year's resolution (1992) t o replace the
faulty fuel gauge!
(EDITOR'S NOTE to male members-If you read this "Driver" before your significant other, you might wish to 'lose' this page before a major insurrection ensues!
Just kidding!) Q

DOUG'S DIGEST
Doug Jackson, British Automotive
"...All 1968 through 1974%MGBs equipped with factory installed API (air port
injection) systems, i.e. Smog Pumps, shall be further retrofitted with catalytic converters so as to reduce the exhaust emission output levels to those currently required
by law"!-No,
not really, but could this become a reality in the near future? Now
that I have your attention class-read on!
I have been preparing MGBs for change of ownership and biennial smog
inspection/certification here in California since the program's inception. I was
also a licensed smog inspector and ran a smog inspection station for may years
until the bureaucratic "BS" got the better of me! Over the years it has become
increasingly difficult to reduce the exhaust emissions low enough (1963 through
1974%models) to pass smog inspection and yet maintain a high degree of driveability under certain conditions, especially during engine warm-up. Although the
exhaust emission requirement levels for MGBs have changed very little over the
last decade, gasoline certainly has. We have seen a reduction in maximum octane
levels available at the pump (92 octane), the elimination of lead content, and now,
over the last several years something called 'reformulated gasoline'. Now, I'm no
chemist, but I am sure as hell that MGBs ran a whole lot better before they started "piddling around"!
These adventures in reducing exhaust emission levels for smog inspection/certification can involve a major tuneup to factory specifications or a simple
ignition timing check and carburetor mixture adjustment. It could also involve the
following:
Oil and Oil Filter Change--Contaminated oil can significantly increase
tailpipe emission levels. Remember we are introducing crankcase gases back into
the induction tract via the PCV (Positive Crankcase Ventilation) system. New oil
of the correct VI viscosity Index) can help in reducing blow-by conditions.
API (Air Port Injection)--Fitted 1968 through 1974%.The air pump must be
supplying adequate volume of air under pressure via the air rail check valve, air
rail and cylinder head and all injection tubes. Blocked tubes are a very common
problem especially if the air pump belt has been disconnected for some time. The
air rail, if blocked, must be chemically dipped. The check valve must be functioning as its name describes. A defective check valve will allow exhaust gases
back into the air pump resulting in condensation and rust with eventual smog
pump failure.
Ignition Timing-Adjusting and retarding the ignition timing settings from
factory specifications allows cylinder pressures to increase under idle (high vacuum/low cylinder filling) conditions, resulting in more efficient combustion.
Valve Adjustment-Sometimes the engine can be fitted with an "unknown"
camshaft and it may be necessary to readjust the valves in a wider setting which
has the result of increasing camshaft duration.
I have just taken you through some not s o extreme situations. Omitted are
major repairs such as cylinder headlvalve work, piston re-ring. or even carburetor rebuild, all of which, should they be necessary, would be required by law to
bring your MGB into compliance!
Normally, however, on a well maintained MGB, an ignition timing check and
adjustment to specification plus carburetor mixture adjustment is all that is
required. Unfortunately thereafter, the latter can present driveability problems,

such as stumbling, along with carburetor backfire due to lean fuel mixture conditions. The only remedy for this problem is to re-richen the carburetor fuel mixture-resulting in increased tailpipe emissions.
In anticipation of being required by law to reduce tailpipe emissions still further in the future and the underlying problems with simply adjusting the carburetor mixture strengths to compensate for today's and tomorrow's exhaust emission standards, I have developed a high flow catalytic converter system for 1968
through 1974%MGBs. It is designed to be used in conjunction with the OEM air
pump and emission equipment, and presently available for the existing OEM
exhaust manifold. Available shortly will be a combined exhaust header/catalytic
converter assembly. Preliminary testing has produced good results and by
increasing fuel mixture strength we have been able to improve warm-up driveability and performance, yet maintain low exhaust tailpipe emission levels.
I fully understand that reducing exhaust tailpipe emissions in this manner is
a totally unacceptable solution to many people, however, be prepared to pay
more in the future whether it be through increased vehicle registration fees,
gross polluter penalties or additional retrofitted devices. "Class" dismissed!

Products that Perform

E M :1924cc Engine Kit-83mm Pistons, camshaft, roller rockers. Electronic
Ignition Kits. Carb modifications and manifold alternatives. Alternator
adaptation for Generator equipped cars. GOOLING: Expansion tank Kit
(Pre'77). BRAKES: Drilled Cad-plated Front disks, Carbon Kevlar Brake Pads.
SUSPFNSION: Custom Designed Panhard Rod Kits (tube axels), ~iberglassRear
Leaf Springs. Real Information on Front Suspension Modifications.
:N- J
Polypropelene Trans Cover ('63-'67 all-synchro conversion)
FOR MORE DETNLEO INFORMAnON. PLEASE C A U US

Ea

BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE
(415) 883-7200

I LOVE THE SMELL OF GASOLINE IN THE MORNING!
Ed Haas, Keystone Region M G Club
If you have ever owned a British car, at one time or another you must have
enjoyed the odor of gasoline fumes drifting past your nose. The smell is at best
offensive and at worst dangerous! I'm sure some of us have been t o British car
meets and heard the fire sirens or saw a car go up in smoke. If you smell gasoline-there's something wrong!
Check it out and get it fixed! It's easy t o ignore the intermittent odor of gasyou make excuses, "I just filled the tank", "I haven't driven the car in a while" o r
the ubiquitous "the sending unit drips gas-but only once in a while!" Before you
know it, you and the kids are in the driveway roasting marshmallows over the
embers of what once was your car. I know-it almost happened to me!
I'd had my '74 'BGT sitting in my garage for almost three years undergoing
restoration. In the fall of last year I finally got the car back on the road but I only
drove it a few times before the winter set in. I noticed a gasoline smell every once
in a while and I made a mental note to myself t o check it in the spring to get ready
for the new driving season.
In the spring I remembered t o check and found I had a small drip at the sending unit, which I repaired and was soon on my way. But I still had an intermittent
gasoline odor and it seemed strongest when I filled the gas tank. I checked the
tank, the filler tube and the vapor separator. No leaks, but I still have the gas
smell, and I'm driving the car as if nothing is wrong. I must have pyromaniac
genes within me!
I must say a sincere thanks to the unknown fellow who inadvertently helped
me find the problem. I pulled up at the gas station and started t o refuel. Another
car pulled onto the forecourt and the driver came over to admire the MGB. We
started talking about British cars and consequently I overfilled my gas tank due
t o lack of attention. Aagh!-What a stupid thing to do. I wiped off the gas from the
rear of the car, chatted a little more, paid my bill and drove off down the road.
Now I know I'd just overfilled the car, spilled gas and therefore should smell
something. But, when your eyes start t o water from the fumes, you know you have
a problem! Fortunately home wasn't too far away and I made it without blowing
up then parked the 'B in the drive, well away from the house. Emerging from the
car 1 found raw gas dripping from the rear of the car. I opened the hatch, found
the trunk wet through with gas, and there was the problem in front of me!
You know that nice metal hose from the
gas tank t o the vapor separator? The rubber inside had dried out and cracked open
in about a hundred different places. The
hose connects at the top of the tank. With a
completely filled tank, the moment the car
goes forward, the gas goes towards the rear
end and up the hose t o the separator. I
took both hoses off t h e separator,
removed the outer metal braiding, fitted the braiding over new hoses and
reinstalled them. No more gas leak! No
more gas fumes! But I sure miss the
small of gasoline in the mornings! 4

The Editor's View - Continued from page 3
photo is used for the cover, with a super MG prize, valued at $30 minimum! The
"Driver" now has over 3,000 readers worldwide-and I promise we'll give credit
where credit is due!
For now-Drive safe and fasten that belt! 4
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Chairman's Chat - Continued h-om page 6
THE POLL POSITION
A couple of sample responses t o last issue's Poll Position concerning the addition
of the MGF to the list of Register recognized cars:
"Absolutely! Even with only a small chance of ever seeing the car here in the
states, we owe it to every MG owner and enthusiast the opportunity to have support on a national scale!"-Chicago
"A definite NO! Why waste all that time and effort in accepting a car that will
NEVER have the chance t o drive on American roads? Let's put our energy into
convincing the owners of MGs currently registered in the US and Canada to join
NAMGBR."-New York

AND NOW TO THE LATEST POLL POSITION...
Should the register offer, to qualified suppliers of MG parts o r services, the mailing list of members in good standing? Please fax your position to the "MCB Driver"
at 800-NAMGBR-1 prior t o August 1st.

The Two Year Search - Continued from page 21
everyday sight, and all I could imagine were the odd looks from passing motorists
this trucker must have experienced on his journey from North Dakota t o New
Jersey!
We promptly unloaded the car and I immediately fired it up and along with
my son took it for its maiden voyage around the neighborhood. I really felt as
though I should have had a checkered flag flying out the side window in the best
victory lap tradition, since I was victorious in finding a nice example of this rare
MG.
Oh, and a s for what I told my wife about
leaving it in the corner of the yard? Well,
that lasted about three weeks at which
time I promptly placed it in the
garage and wasted no time
tending to those many little
things it needed. After owning my MGB for 20 years this
IS a whole new challenge and
1 find it very interesting ...it's a
great little car!
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~ull'etinBoard News - Continued from page 14
What this does, is subscribe you to receive, via E-mail, daily listings o f a
rather unique MG bulletin board and will supply you with a list o f all the listings
served by this majordomo server. To un-subscribe, just substitute "unsubscribe"
in the command line above and you can receive as many daily listings as you
wish.
One last item I would like to mention, both Prodigy and AOL now offeraccess
to World Wide Web, your direct connection to the Internet. You can either jump
:www on Prodigy, or keyword: www on AOL for more information and connection
to the WWW.
I hope to see you on the boards soon!-Tom

MGB Fuel Tanks - Continued from page 45

VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR
COMPLETE AIR PUMP
RESTORATION
MGC-MGB ,MIDGET & SPRITE
MIKE OlXSCHEID
916-923-0240
4848 DRY CREEK RD.
SACRAMENT0,CA. 95838

We cannot stress too strongly that working where gas or gas fumes are present
is DANGEROUS unless every precaution is taken. Definitely NO SMOKING ANYWHERE NEAR THE MGB while you undertake tank replacement (and here watch for
that friendly but lethal neighbor who comes over to see what you're doing while waving his Marlboro all over the place! Tell him to sod off'!) and do take things slowly.
That fatal spark could come from anywhere--a slipped wrench, a mild hammer
blow-usually the result of rushing the job. We don't want to lose a single Register
Member, and certainly not in a gas explosion!-Ed.) 4

I

Letters to the Register - Continued from page 26
For those interested, I painted my bumpers with Ditzler DP90 primer and
Ditzler Deltron urethane acrylic top coat with flexible additive. Several coats then
sanded and polished. I'm not too sure the flexible additive was necessary, but it's
been two years now and seems to be holding up very well.
-David Reed 4

STAINLESS
STEEL
MUFFLER
CORP.
Tel: (905)792-7770

I

Tech Talk
by Sorman Nock

I have been writing technical articles for British car clubs for
over 15 years, and after numerous requests I have

them spiral bound in book form.
Send $30.00 plus $4.00 Shipping
1U.S. Funds)

2060 N. Wilson Way

Stockton. CA 95205

209 / 948-8767
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR

VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR

New and Used
-

.

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
Albuquerque, NM 87105

,isdale Road Springfield, Virginia 22150 703.550.0234

JOE CURT0 INC.

Connell's
MG Service

GENUINE

@

6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Phone: 317 / 545-6108

SPARES

Bob Connell

(210) 626-3840

JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
OWNERS

24027 CROSSLAND
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

718-762-SUSU
(762-7878)
FAX: 718-762-6287

BRITISH T~SHOPINC

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE

Specializing in S.U Carburetors
and British Car Parts
22-09 126th St.
College Point, NY 11356

SALES
PARTS
SERVICE

MG, TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR

&
/

gz

TOM & JOYCE LaMARCHE

f

06370

I
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMGBR
(609)399-2824
8:30 6

-

D AND R ENTERPRlSES

Christ

IMPORTERS6 RETAILERS OF FINE BRlTlSH
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

"We

Service &j%aic~~i ~ b % ~ gCars"
n
* ~ G P ~ I ~ A ~ ~ B L E
-'>

?

1

ROSS W. WHITAKER
OWNER

s S.W.26TH COURT
OR 97080

3-

, ,

633 HAVEN AVE.
OCEAN CITY, N.J. 08226

CHRIS ROBERTS
PRESIDENT

GREW,

(503)6674104

-.

Extensive Inventory
New & Used Parts
Repairs & Restoration
Wanted British Cars
Any Condition
*Call For Catalog 1 Daily UPS

MG Bits & Spares
P.O. Box 864
Jonesboro, AR 72401
(501) 932-7150

-

Complete Range of parts
~ O ~ M MGBGT
G B ~
MG

TR

AH

JAG

TOLL FREE ORDER PHONE
1-800-643-3482

Rob Medynski

MGi

@BRITISH
WIRE WHEEL
1650 Mansfield Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95062

15 yn.
Experience

Dwo? Ounw
Bona*

Tub
$35.00
per hr.

(408) 479-4495 - ~nfonnatm,orders
(800) WIRE-WHEEL to request fm catalogs

NEW WIRE WHEELS
Custom offsets, nm sizes, tubeless
Vlntage racing appl~catlons
Conversrons to mre wheels

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(20 1 )-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480

9278 Old East Tyburn Road
Morrisville, PA 19067
(215) 736-9300
FAX (215) 736-3089

WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION,
RECONDITIONING & TRUING

,

-

MINI L I E

MINI-LITE REPRODUCTION - 15x6"

.

..

TIRES & TUBES
Avon Dunlop M~chelln
BF Goodrlch etc
Whitewalls 8 Redwalls added

SPUW HUBS, KNOaCOFTr HAMMERS

4~mthclvgaSmoaunn~~invcnto~of&ahprodu~aiothcUS
4 oUcr Imowledpblc m
c
t and the bmerchandru at the lowsfp n a
N o w also shipping products from Rxas.

SELL-SEEK-SWAP!
The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register
Ads in this section are FREE to MGB Register members-please send ad
with membership number to P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA 93117. Other ads by
arrangement with the Secretary. All ads must be received by the 1st of the
month prior to publication for inclusion. (i.e. September/October issue deadline
is August 1st.) So you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the originating state is shown after each ad!

MCs FOR SALE
1964 MGB Vintage Racer-Iris Blue wlfactory hardtop. Not a stripped down old
SCCA car but a properly restored early (GHN 21300) pull-handle, 3 main with
original interior. Fully modified and a consistent top three finisher. Too much
to list here but sale includes two sets wheels, two perfect aluminum hoods, two
regular windshields, etc. A perfect early 'B for the enthusiast. $12,500 (206)3251207, WA.
1977 MGB-Chartreuse/Black. 92K miles. 17K on rebuilt motor. Weber downdraft carb, tube shock conversion. Rebuilt ignition and front end systems. No
rust, no dents. Located in Austin, TX. Asking $5,200. (512)445-2858
1977 MGB Roadster-Flamenco Red. Fully restored with new interior, carpets,
top, everything overhauled or rebuilt. Engine fully reconditioned and lots of
genuine accessories on this car. Comes complete with the original BL %track
player! (superseded by a Blaupunkt stereo). Original window sticker and original documentation. Excellent condition. Appraised at $7,900, offered at $6,200.
(219)436-2348, IN
1978 MGB Roadster-Blue with tan interior. Excellent condition to show or go!
$5,500 (606)436-5917, KY
1980 MGB Limited Edition-Black, original and clean. 44K miles with no rust.
New Sears Diehard and recent valve job. All equipment, manuals etc. P4 Pirellis.
$7,000. (618)457-4340, IL

PARTS FOR SALE
Large accumulation of early MGB and MGA parts. Call with your needs.
(615)452-8788 after 6 pm. TN
Long time Register member Mike McMullen of Kansas City has a whole lot of
MGB stuff that he wishes to sell. These include twin-carb conversion, many
body parts, overdrive gearboxes, and lots of other spares, rear axles, wire
wheels, you name it-he's probably got it! For that elusive MGB part call him at
(816)361-5370. MO

PARTS WANTED
Wanted-Alloy hood (bonnet!) in good condition for BGT. (401)846-1594, RI
Wanted-Four disc wheels. Early type @re-Rostyle). (615)452-8788 after 6 pm. TN
Wanted-NOS grill badge or excellent original for 1969 MGB. Part #ARA 2148.
Also wanted, NOS or excellent original center slats for grill, part #ARH 2043. NO
reproductions please! (919)782-1124, NC. fi

WHERE TO 'B!

~orthcomingEvents of Interest to MCB Drivers

Please check for up to date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to "MCB
Driver9'. Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
please submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box 2645,
Goleta, CA 931 17.

MAJORM C EVENTS FOR 1995
.luly 9th, Cincinnatti British Car Show, Cincinatti, OH, (513)474-2827
july gth, Mad Dogs &Englishmen British Car Fair, Hickory Comers, MI, (616)344-6118
July 14th/16th, Moss Motors British Car Festival, Solvang, CA, (800)235-6953
July 12th/16th, GOF West, Ventura, CA, (805)969-0548
July 13th/16th, GOF Central, Galesburg, IL, (708)425-6288
July 22nd, All British Meet, Bellevue, WA, (206)644-7874
July 23rd, Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN, (219)562-2703
Aug 5th, British Car Day, Dayton, OH, (513)293-2819
,iug llth/l3th, MGC Register Convention, Portland, OR, (704)274-2269
Aug 15th/17th, MGA Convention, Lansing, MI, (517)694-4856
\ug 18th/19th, University Motors Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)682-0800
Aug 26th/27th, Heartland British Show, Davenport, IA, (309)797-2043
i u g 27th, Taste of Britain Auto Show, Lancaster, PA, (717)872-7428
Sept lst/3rd, All British Field Meet, Portland, OR, (503)244-2296
Sept 2nd/3rd, Kansas City All British Show, Kansas City, MO, (816)452-3540
Sept 6th/lOth, GOF, Lake Placid, NY, Write NEMGTR, Drwr 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
Sept loth, British Car Meet, Palo Alto, CA, (310)392-6605
Sept loth, Battle of the Brits, Sterling Heights, MI, (810)268-9495
Sept 15th/17th, British Invasion, Stowe, VT, (802)253-2105
Sept 15th/17th, British Car Gathering, Charlotte, NC, (910)996-3825
Sept 16th. All British Car Show, St. Louis, MO, (314)428-1120
Sept 17th, A11 British Show, Richmond, VA, (804)282-2361
Sept 22nd/24th, Rio Grande British Car Meet, Taos, NM, (505)823-9595
Sept 22nd/24th, lndy British Motor Days, Indianapolis, IN, (317)782-3752
Sept 22nd/24th, Southeastern GOF, Hiawassee, GA, (404)992-5482
Sept 23rd, British Car Day, Sevierville, TN, (615)429-4608
Sept 23rd, British Car Day, Montgomery, AL, (334)279-0971
Sept 24th, British Maddness, Bethlehem, CT, (203)354-9501
Sept 24th, British Car Show, Harrisburg, PA, (717)761-1839
Sept 24th, MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD, (410)882-6896
Sept 24th, British Car Meet, Palos Verdes, CA, (310)392-6605
Oct 7th, South Alabama British Car Day, Mobile, AL, (334)661-9388
Oct 6th/8th, British Car Festival, Shenandoah Valley, VA, (703)248-6077
Oct 13th/15th, British Car Gathering, Charlotte, NC, (910)996-3825
Oct 13th/14th, Memphis British Car Meet, Memphis, TN, (800)344-9683
Oct 21st, All British Show, Tampa, FL, (813)726-6884
Oct 21st/22nd, Autumn Classic Concours, Santa Cruz, CA, (408)459-9636
Oct 27th/29th, All British Show, Charleston, NC, (803)548-4590
Oct 28th/29th, NAMGBR AGM & MARDl GRAS, NEW ORLEANS, AL,
(800)NAMGBR-1
Nov 3rd/4th, Cho-Cho British Car Show, Chattanooga, TN, (615)622-5126

